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This module presents a brief overview of
the principles of rocket engine design by

analyzing the fundamentals of
thermodynamic and gas kinetics engines.

The goals of propulsion include high thrust,
low efficiency, high exhaust velocity, and
high efficiency of mass propulsion. After a

brief background, the advantages and
disadvantages of various propulsion

engines are highlighted. The operation and
construction principles of advanced fuels

are discussed. The engine design is
presented using a realistic propellant rich

staged combustion engine. The simulation,
experiments, and analysis of engine design

is presented. Possible design
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implementation of advanced combustion
engines is given. The engine mechanism

and the exhaust flow, are examined using
boundary layer theory and a single nozzle
configuration with a mixture of clear and

turbulator flow. Finally, the integration and
CFD optimization is presented. Simulation

of the engine, exhaust, or propulsion
system is accomplished by a combination
of combustion models, fuel models, and

flow models. A A 440 Mech Prop (3) Saadia
M. PekkanenMechanical analysis of

propulsion systems including rotary, jet,
and rocket engines. Topics include all

aspects of propulsion systems including
propulsion system description, fuel and

oxidizer properties, and physical, operating
principles, performance, and stability of the
propulsion systems. Prerequisite: A A 590.

Offered: Sp, odd years. A A 557
Computational Methods for Plasmas

(3)Develops the governing equations for
plasma models - particle, kinetics, and
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MHD. Applies the governing equation to
plasma dynamics through the PIC method

and integration of fluid evaluation
equations. Examines numerical solution to

equilibrium configurations, and linear
stability by energy principle and variational
method. Prerequisite: A A 405 or A A 545.

Offered: Sp, odd years. View course details
in MyPlan: A A 557
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